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Chas responded to my intellectual excitement at the
whole scope of his work. C was political, as against the

straight out backwardness, politically , (hence...? fl«D) of even
his "students" and poetic/sycophants. Uhilfe they wd say
flatly ...politics and poets are mutually exclusive, C was
always, in fact, using the political perception of his ibc-
(pejorocracy) intellectual digging to provide,"! felt, an
^ongoing overarching, undergirding thema for his work.
"Maximus"is nothing if not pol/soc ec. The! archaeological

ti

thrust was also linguistic ( as to Use) arid its relationship
•to tHe*5'<=5rt*" (&f US afld <U«S. -dig the "united states " of
human total (yet unrealized) is the proprioceptive probe! How
is language related to Being (Self & Self Consciousness).
How are both reflected in History? Also, What is History?

The Body is an accretion of feelings (growing knowing),
the intellect a feature of the physical. Like odor is the
physical reflection of Feces. But without the transformative
development that the brain reached(ie matter that thinks) ,
without the deeper qualities that are perception, rationale
ie, what becomes psychology & philosophy, r/eces "uses" of the
world are completely spontaneous, tho it's^use (by whoever)
is not.

!

The Nietzchean division of thought from feeling (See
The Birth Of Tragedy) is the characteristic of European
slave, feudal, capitalist psychology and philosophy, fueled
by the material ie physical structure and ",ife of that
society itself.

The discarding of the AfroAsian past of The Greeks
(ELs/er-ybody) can only be accomplished, since we are all ,
literally, "in the same boat" by cutting t>ie boat in half.
The attempts to do that do exactly that, so that imperialism
claims the "forward" disconnected from the "aft", ie, the
division of the nations of the world, by imperialism , into
a few "civilized" nations vs the rest of the world, who can,
because they are not "civilized", be ruthlessly exploited.

It is the continuity of Human material life, as actual
history, actual matter in motion, which is*carried as the
universe, despite the spectrum of Beast N«izis, (including
the USA) opposition. "Human Universe" speaks to the single
in the single, the many in the many. Sekou Toure said, we are
a container of what we are contained by.

OK, thanks for the query.
Arr.', r i B .


